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ABSTRACT


This paper provides an overview of the papers published in this Special Issue « Coastal Evolution under Climate Change along the Tropical Overseas and Temperate Metropolitan France » of Journal of Coastal Research. This special issue reflects the large diversity of mainland and tropical French coast and highlights the complex, site- and timescale-specific, combination of factors driving coastal evolution. Many contributions reveal a strong climate control on storm wave activity and, in turn, coastal response. In some contributions, the inherited geology and anthropogenic factors clearly appear affect coastal change. This special issue emphasises the need to monitor the coast combining different means to improve our understanding and predicting capacities of the natural variability of coastal response in a changing climate.
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INTRODUCTION

Coastal evolution is governed by myriad nonlinear processes interacting through complex feedbacks covering a wide range of spatial and temporal scales. The respective contribution of the different driving factors of coastal evolution depends on, but not only, the timescales of interest of the type of coast addressed. For instance, while wave- and tide-driven currents are a major driver of sediment transport and, in turn, morphological changes on sandy beaches, geological structure, freeze/thaw cycles and chemical alteration can be critical to cliff retreat. On much longer timescales (decades, centuries and even longer), coastal evolution can be the result of other factors such as changes in sediment supply, coastal vertical motions and sea level rise. In addition, a large range of types and degrees of anthropogenic interventions affect coastal evolution, resulting in a considerable variability of coastal behaviours.

Globally, 24 % of sandy coasts are eroding at a rate exceeding 0.5 m/year (Luijendijk et al., 2018). All rocky coasts are more or less eroding, with median erosion rates of 2.9, 10 and 23 cm/year for hard, medium and weak rocks, respectively (Premaillon et al., 2018). During the period 1984-2015, the overall surface of eroded coastal land globally was approximately 28,000 km², which is approximately twice the surface of gained land (Mentaschi et al., 2018). Climate change will affect the primary drivers of coastal change, driving for instance sea level rise (Cazenave et al., 2014) and increased storminess in some regions of the world (Zappa et al., 2013). Globally, increased sea-level-rise will result in increased frequency and intensity of coastal flooding along lowlying coasts (e.g., Vousdoukas et al., 2018). The response of sandy coasts is more complex. There may be a perceivable global shift towards generalized sandy coast erosion only by the middle of the 21st century (Le Cozannet et al., 2016), although this remains quite uncertain (Le Cozannet et al., 2019). While such trends are acknowledged globally, the influence of Climate Change on flooding and particularly erosion hazards locally is virtually unknown as essentially complex and site specific.

In this framework, improving our understanding and predicting capacities of the natural variability of coastal response is of paramount importance, particularly at local scales. This requires (1) a better understanding of the underlying processes; (2) addressing the impact of extreme events; (3) characterizing long-term change including how the impact of extreme events cascade up through the scales and (4) addressing the (cumulative) impacts of local anthropogenic pressures. To meet these objectives, developing and/or improving coastal monitoring networks at sites representative of the natural variability of coastal settings is required. It can in turn provide new insight into coastal change and to improve and validate state-of-the-art coastal evolution models. In France, coastal observation is structured around the federative research infrastructure named ILICO labelled by CNRS-INSU (Cocquempot et al., 2019). ILICO comprises eight network systems amongst which the Service National d’Observation (SNO) DYNALIT collects relevant, long-term, and accurate data on the physical evolution of the coast in metropolitan and overseas France.
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DYNALIT also provides a forum for coastal monitoring discussion including more than 120 researchers from 20 laboratories and 22 universities with 35 coastal monitoring sites.

Encompassing mainland and the five tropical overseas departments, France hosts over 6500 km of coastline with a large diversity, from micro- to mega-tidal, from sheltered low-energy regions to high-energy storm-dominated coasts, from rocky to depositional coasts, from temperate to tropical climate. France’s coasts are located in various geodynamic setting, including passive continental margins, active margins and volcanic islands. French coastal environments include estuaries, deltas, tidal inlets, tidal bays, open sandy coasts, rocky coasts, mixed sedimentary-and rocky coasts, perched beaches, atolls, with also sites largely affected by biotic processes (e.g., mangrove salt marshes), etc. Therefore, French coasts are representative of a large diversity of global coasts. The present Special Issue of *Journal of Coastal Research* builds on measurements collected by members of SNO DYNALIT in metropolitan and tropical overseas France, combining local and regional data (Figure 1). This special issue reflects the large diversity of French coast with 10 papers focused on mainland and 3 papers focused on tropical areas. The overall objective of this Special Issue is to provide an overview of the spatial and temporal patterns of coastal evolution and of the primary drivers, which are summarized in the present paper.

**SUMMARY OF CONTRIBUTIONS**

Dodet *et al.* (2019) use measurements and numerical hindcasts to describe waves, tides, storm surges along the 5853 km of metropolitan France coastlines facing the North Sea, the English Channel, the Atlantic Ocean and the Mediterranean Sea. Despite tropical overseas is overlooked, a large range of wave and tide climates are observed, from low- to high-energy wave climates, and from micro- to mega-tidal ranges. Winter wave climate at the coast, which is critical to flooding and erosion hazards, is strongly correlated with large-scale climate patterns of atmospheric variability, namely the North Atlantic Oscillations (NAO, Hurrell, 1995), particularly for the Mediterranean Sea and the English Channel, and the West Europe Pressure Anomaly (WEPA, Castelle *et al.*, 2017b), particularly for the entire Bay of Biscay. The analysis of long-term sea level trends reveals significant variabilities, with an accelerated sea level rise on average from 1.2 mm/year over the 20th century to 2.4 mm/year over the two last decades, ranging locally from 1.23 mm/year (Roscoff) to 4.25 mm/year (Nice), with moderate land subsidence (<1 mm/year) for the majority of the France mainland stations.

One of the papers focuses on coastal cliff evolution (Costa *et al*., 2019). Coastal cliff erosion is typically discontinuous, with sporadic and localized occurrence of mass movement (Figure 2a) which spatial and temporal patterns depend on a complex combination of marine forcing, continental forcing and cliff settings (e.g., lithology, weathering, folding, bedding). Costa *et al.* (2019) use a diachronic analysis of the Normandy cliffs showing mean erosion rate of approximately -0.1 to -0.5 m/year in line with other erosion measurements in the English Channel. The large spatial variations of the cliff retreat rates, at the Normandy scale, can be explained by geological structure, especially at the cliff foot, but also by the influence of cliff collapses or anthropogenic obstacles that disrupt the longshore drift.
Controlled by both tides (lunar and 18.6-yr nodal tidal cycles) and storm surges, is highlighted (Héquette et al., 2019; Stéphan et al., 2019; Tessier et al., 2019). In addition to the tidal control on tidal flat, tidal channels and beach ridges dynamic evolutions, the influence of waves, storms, wind speed and velocity and river discharge is also evidenced (Levoy et al., 2019; Tessier et al., 2019). Some contributions reveal a strong climate control on storm wave activity and, in turn, coastal response (Castelle et al., 2019; Héquette et al., 2019; Tessier et al., 2019). This suggests that it is now critical to link storm wave climate and resulting coastal hazards with large-scale climate patterns of atmospheric variability. The inter-annual variability of the main climate patterns is found to dictate interannual variability of shoreline position.

Interestingly, some studies presented in this issue focus on the behaviour of mixed rocky-and-sedimentary coasts, an intermediate category of shorelines between rocky and sedimentary coast. Along those complex and indented shorelines, the first-order parameters explaining most of the spatial variations in the shoreline evolutions are the presence or absence of bedrock outcrops in the foreshore and/or shoreface (Chaumillon et al., 2019; Menier et al., 2019). The control by antecedent geology highlights two main parameters: the coastal orientation and the basement topography. The coastal orientation controls the wave exposition and consequently the shoreline dynamic (Stephan et al., 2019). The basement topography has controlled the shoreward sediment migration and distribution during the last transgression, itself influencing the dynamic of the present-day coastal sedimentary prism (Menier et al., 2019). The basement topography in the shoreface or lower foreshore is important to shore protection owing to wave dissipation offshore through depth-induced breaking and controls the wave energy on the beach and the shoreline evolution (Chaumillon et al., 2019). This basement topography can be represented by offshore reefs like in Mayotte where their characteristics are found to affect stability and erosion of mangrove along the coast. This results in large regional variability with mangrove system subject to advance or stability in the north and east of Mayotte but exhibiting a clearly regressive pattern along the southern and western shores (Jeansson et al., 2019). Finally, the basement topography also controls the presence or absence and the dynamic of tidal inlets, themselves controlling the evolutions of adjacent shorelines. Beyond the control by external (alloclastic) forcing parameters, internal (autocyclic parameters) are also important drivers of shoreline evolutions and could explain why greatest changes in shoreline evolutions are found close to tidal inlets or close to sandpit terminations dynamic (Chaumillon et al., 2019; Robin et al., 2019; Stephan et al., 2019).

It is important to note that, in a number of contributions of this Special Issue, anthropogenic factors clearly emerge as an important driver of coastal change (Costa et al., 2019; Jeansson et al., 2019; Tessier et al., 2019). Unforeseen side effects of human activities, for example the implementation of dams, sand mining, irrigation systems are other anthropogenic factors that were not addressed. Indeed, their effects is often difficult to discriminate from other factors and need the application of complex numerical models are often required for that purpose.

Figure 2. Typical time series of morphological indicator (e.g., shoreline position, volume) for (a) rocky coasts (Ph. Sandra Beaufils) and (b) sandy coasts.

In contrast with morphological changes of coastal cliffs, the morphological evolution of sedimentary coasts covers a wide range of time and spatial scales, with long-term trends, large inter-annual and seasonal variability and rapid changes at the scale of severe storm or storm cluster (Figure 2b). The papers published in this Special Issue show a large range of coastal behaviours and forcing which are synthesised in Figure 3. Open sandy coast can be dominated by accretion in some coastal areas which are moderately exposed to waves (Robin et al., 2019), contrastinglly, an acceleration of the shoreline retreat is observed along other coasts (Dolique et al., 2019). The impact of storms on shoreline evolution is highlighted in contrasted coastal environments. Storm-driven shoreline erosion is often highly non-uniform alongshore, from the scale of a few hundreds to thousands of meters enforced by the geometry of the offshore surfzone sandbar(s) (Castelle et al., 2019) or inner shelf sand ridges or sand banks (Héquette et al., 2019). Large regional variability in coastal behaviour and response to storms is found in Brittany due to different exposure to storm wave conditions (Stéphan et al., 2019). Impact of storms is found along the coast of Charente-Maritime, in south-west France, where maximum erosion rates are associated with storm clusters (Chaumillon et al., 2019). Shelly beach ridges, emplaced in estuarine environment, are also controlled by periods of enhanced storminess (Tessier et al., 2019). Contrastingly, for the last 10 years, the hurricane season is not the period with strongest beach erosion along the shoreline of Martinique Island (Dolique et al., 2019). In both tide- and wave-dominated environments, the importance of extreme water level,
RECOMMENDATIONS

Over the last decade, there has been substantial development of coastal evolution monitoring programs worldwide. Some of these monitoring programs can now provide coastal evolution time series exceeding 20 years (Turner et al., 2016). As a result, over the last decades there has been an increasing number of journal papers building on well-established monitoring programs, collecting, for instance, topographic data (e.g., Castelle et al., 2017a; Harley et al., 2015; Masselink et al., 2014; Yates et al., 2009; Wiggins et al., 2019) and/or video-sensed data (e.g., Pianca et al., 2015; Splinter et al., 2018). Recent studies also now combine different international sites, including some DYNALIT sites (Dodet et al., 2019; Masselink et al., 2016). All these contributions paved large knowledge gaps on the impacts of storms, wave exposure and inherent geology, and large-scale climate patterns of climate and atmospheric variability on coastal response (e.g., Barnard et al., 2017; Dodet et al., 2019). These monitoring data can also be used, for instance, to improve/validate a new generation of hybrid shoreline change models (e.g., Antoniez et al., 2019; Robinet et al., 2018; Vistousek et al., 2018) and satellite-sensed methods inferring shoreline data (Vos et al., 2019). The latter can, in turn, provide insight into global shoreline change (Luijendijk et al., 2018; Mentaschi et al., 2018). Although critical, maintaining such monitoring programs is expensive and requires long-term involvement of research teams. Thanks to CNRS-INSU, SNO DYNALIT provides such long-term funding opportunity for a wide range of coastal environments at national scale. Such collective initiative should be encouraged in other countries.

Topographic and video monitoring data are not the only useful source of data. Historic charts and aerial photographs, satellite images, or sediment cores are some of the means that can be combined to provide extensive insight into coastal change at regional scale from the timescales of storms to decades. A good example of this Special Issue is given by Stéphan et al. (2019) for French Brittany. In recent years, photogrammetry using Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) has been increasingly used to remotely sense topographic data along for a wide range of coastal environments (e.g., Jaud et al., 2016; Laporte-Fauret et al., 2019; Long et al., 2016). Costa et al. (2019) shows that such approach is critical to survey coastal cliff evolution at high-resolution. It is anticipated that UAVs will also be increasingly used for other monitoring applications, building on video-sensed techniques developed over the last decades for land-based video station for e.g. shoreline/sandbar positions and surface currents (Chickadel et al., 2003; Holman and Stanley, 2007). Collecting bathymetric data also appears critical to our understanding of coastal evolution, but bathymetric surveys in coastal shallow waters require a large investment of time and effort for both data acquisition and processing (Billy et al., 2012). Depth-inversion techniques using permanent land-based video station (Holman et al., 2013) or marine drones must be further developed and appear as a relevant avenue to collect such data.

This Special Issue #88 of Journal of Coastal Research entitled “Coastal Evolution under Climate Change along the Tropical Overseas and Temperate Metropolitan France” gathers 12 coastal monitoring papers in metropolitan and tropical overseas France from the perspectives of different scientific disciplines (e.g., physical geography, sedimentology, physics). Although these papers do not cover the Mediterranean coastline, nor estuaries, they together provide a decent overview of coastal evolution and primary forcing parameters for a large range of coastal environments. This special issue emphasises the need to monitor the coast combining different means. More efforts should be put
in exploiting historical data in order to further extend the data backwards and in modern and promising techniques, like UAVs, marine drone and remotely-sensed satellite products to increase both the spatial scales and knowledge of offshore controls and of morphological changes and exchanges between the subtidal and subaerial domains.
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